After School Programs
Mad Science Home Adventure

Each session is a live, INTERACTIVE on-line, one-hour genuine Mad Science program with
demos, at-home activities and interaction with a real Mad Scientist and other kids. Classes are
Mondays/Wednesdays 3/30-4/22 from 3-4pm, or Tuesdays/Thursdays 3/31-4/23 from 3-4pm

Dry Icecapades

Reactions in Action

Learn about all the different states of matter with
fun experiments related to heat and molecules.
We’ll even explore changes in matter with some
exciting Dry Ice activities!

The perfect blend of chemistry and physics, with
a focus on things that light up and glow. Explore
the wonders of ultraviolet light! Watch in amazement as real money disappears in a flash.

Electricity
Take a tour on the electron freeway! Investigate
conductors, insulators, and other elements in the
world of circuit electricity. Explore the effects of
static electricity and even see a real Tesla Coil.

Che-Mystery
Explore one of the most exciting and fundamental sciences as you watch color changes, foaming reactions and more. Learn all the about the
different signs of physical and chemical changes.

Forces in Motion

Sonic Sounds

Learn all about gravity, inertia, and centripetal
force in this fun introduction to physics. Learn
about the 3 laws of motion and how forces
affect our lives.

Tap into soundwave transmission and fill your
ears with vibrations. Listen to some cool sound
effects and even use ordinary home objects to
create a sound-effect symphany.

Lights, Color, Action

Science of Magic

Work against your eyes! Discover how mirrors
and their reflections can play tricks on what you
see. Learn all about the properties of light and
color and even make a chromatography design.

Learn the science behind illusions, read minds,
and perform a Houdini-style escape! Watch
water disappear before your eyes. It's not
magic—it's science!

• Fun and Interactive w/ Hands-on
Component
• Already registered for a spring Mad Science
class? Now you can transfer to our online
class. Just give us a call before registering
• Price $116 $75 for 8 sessions. Your
participation helps support Mad Science and
its employees
• Space is limited – sign up today before it
fills!

Each session involves lots of cool
demonstrations, and even hands-on
activities for you to do with items you
have around your house!

Click Here
to Register
Mad Science of DC
(301) 593-4777
info@madscienceofdc.com

